INTRODUCTION
The theory of rational set of infinité words was investigated as a study of asymptotic behaviours of finite automata [BU (62), MN (66) ]. One of the main classes of automata is the family of Muller automata. The criterion used for récognition is based on the notion of "states table". We propose to use a criterion based on "transitions tables". The table-transition automata and the deterministic table-transition automata also recognize exactly the class of rational co-languages. They are smaller than classical Muller automata, but their main interest is that, when they are deterministic, they are isomorphic to a family of finite right congruences satisfying a "property of saturation" similar to those defined for congruences [AR(85),BU(62),PE(84)]. Moreover, this "syntactic" approach of deterministic automata provides a clearer version of the property of L. H. Landweber to characterize deterministic oe-languagfcs [LA (69)].
In part 1, we recall classical définitions and results of the theory of rational oe-languages. In part 2, we present the table-transition automata. In part 3, we study connections between right congruences and deterministic transition Systems. In part 4, we introducé the "saturating right congruences" and prove that they are isomorphic to the deterministic table-transition automata. In part 5, we characterize the deterministic table-transition which recognize deterministic co-languages. In part 6, we define the "Landweber right congruences" to characterize the deterministic co-languages.
PRELIMINARIES
Let X be an fmite alphabet. We dénote by X* the set of finite words on X, by e the empty word and by X + the set X*-{E}. We dénote by X* the set of infinité words on X. Let 5çJ + , we dénote by E* (resp. B*) the set of infinité (resp. finite) words w = w x w 2 . . . such w t eB,
Let weX*UX°, we dénote by LF(w) the set of the left factors of w defined by: LF{w)={ w 1 eX*/3 w 2 eX* UX°, w = w l w 2 }. We dénote by /w/ the length of w. We say that a language L ç Z*(Resp: L ç X°) is prefix iff VWGL, LF(w)nL={w}.
A transition System on X is a tuple $f -(g, /, A) where g is a finite set of states, / ç g a set of initial states and A ç g x Jx g a set of transitions.
A transition System Sf is complete iff V q G g, V a G X, 3 q' e Q/(q, a, q') G A. A transition System 5^ is deterministic iff Card (I) = 1 and A finite (resp. infinité) computation of weX* (Resp. X*) in the transition System Sf is a finite (resp. infinité) séquence of transitions ^=S O 
-inf(d) and # -inf(w) for q-inf(d).
A Muller automaton is a tuple sé M^= {QJ,A,ê) where <^ = (g,/,A) is a transition System and ê e ^(g) is a family of subsets of g. The automaton <s/ M is deterministic if £f is deterministic.
We say that the Muller automaton sé M recognize w e X™ iff there exists a computation d of w in sé u such that q-m£{d)eê.
We dénote by: Rat, the family of rational languages of X*. RAT, the family of finite unions of ©-languages CB™ where C and B are rational languages of X*.
D-RAT, the family of finite unions of co-languages CB® where C and B are prefix rational languages of X*.
M-REC, the family of co-langages recognized by a Muller automaton. DM-REC, the family of co-languages recognized by a deterministic Muller automaton.
Let KeX*. We dénote by K the set {weX^/CurdiLFiw) We say that weX* is an ultimately periodic word iff there exists (x,y)eX**X* such that w = x/\ We dénote UP(L) the set of all the ultimately periodic words of L.
If L and L' are rational (ù-languages, we have:
. 
2 c. Let us consider a deterministic Muller automaton sé M = (Q,I, A, S) that recognizes the rational co-language L. We have
RAT e i)r-REC. •
DETERMINISTIC TRANSITION SYSTEMS AND RIGHT CONGRUENCES
A right congruence ~ over X* is an équivalence relation which satisfïes: V(W,TJ, w)eX* xjf* x X*, u~v=>uw~vw. We dénote w/~ the ^-class of w and we say that ^ is finite if it has a fini te number of classes.
We say that a right congruence ^ preserves the successors in a oe-language Let S=(ö, (# 0 },A) be a deterministic transition System, we dénote by ~Q 
Proof: Since L and L(stf~) are rational o-languages, it suffice to prove that UP(L)-UP (L(stcz)). -Let weUP(L). Since ~ is finite, by définition of sé~^ we have t-mf(w)e<f~ and then w -Let us prove that UP (L (<$?-))<= UP(L). Let weKP(L(j^~)). By définition of s/~, we have: weUP((L(#?~)) o 3w'eUP(L)/t-inf(w')=t-mf(w)eJ~.
Since we UP ((L(jtf~) In the theorem 4.5, we proved that, from a finite right congruencẽ which saturâtes a rational co-language L, we can build a deterministic table-transition automaton jtf~ such that L(jaf ~) = L and ^Q= ^. In the theorem 4.1, we proved that, if si is a deterministic table-transition automaton which recognizes a co-language L then the associated fïnite right congruence ~ Q saturâtes L.
• Remark', We saw, in the proof of the theorem 2.1, that any deterministic Muller automaton, is in fact a table transition automaton and so any deterministic Muller automaton which recognize Le RAT, defïnes a fïnite right congruence which saturâtes L, but the converse is not true:
Let L={a, b}* cFeRAT and ~ the fini te right congruence with one class £/~ = {a,Z>}*. It's obvious to see that ~ saturâtes L, but the associated transition System £?~ cannot leads us to build a Muller automaton which recognizes L: Proof: Let L be a rational language and ~ finite L-Landweber right congruence. Let us prove that ~ saturâtes L.
By définition, we have:
Let Proof: Since D-RAT ^ RAT, there exists a complete deterministic tabletransition automaton si such L = L(si) (theorem 2.1), so si is a deterministic cyclically closed table cycle automata si (theorem 5.1) and from the theorem 6.2, there is an isomorphism between the family of complete deterministic cyclically closed table cycle automata which recognize L and the family of fïnite right congruences which saturate L, hence the result.
•
